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Objective

Label Machine Operator is Preparing molds for mold cleaning, cleans molds, and receives molds 
after cleaning and sends to storage. Issuing molds from storage and transports to press area for 
molding. Assisting other operators handling heavy molds, when running, retrieving or storing. 
Keeping production records. Inspecting, labelling, boxing product for final shipment.

Skills

Packaging, Reading Work Orders, Picking Orders, Nc Operator, Break Press Operator, Grinding 
Wheel, Power Washing, Fork Lift Operator, PowerPoint, Good Communication.

Work Experience

Label Machine Operator
ABC Corporation  June 1992 – April 2016 
 Responsible for obtaining correct labels and stickers for each ticket needed to fulfill order.
 Verified that the correct items are being used.
 Put correct amount of labels on cans to fill each ticket.
 Checked to make sure lot numbers, label numbers, and cap numbers are all correct.
 Made sure labels are applied to can correctly.
 Held several other classifications.
 Held the job of Operation Balancing Employee for 4 years, which included being able to 

perform at least 5 different classifications and to be able to move from one to the other 
efficiently.

Label Machine Operator
Delta Corporation  1991 – 1992 
 Load the labels into machine clean my area daily.
 My responsibilities are to ensure that all labels are on bottles correctly, and that the correct 

expiration date and production codes are printed on .
 Responsible for changing parts according to the bottle sizes, and to ensure that all parts are 

changed correctly to run product efficiently, .
 Completed the 3mnth training in scheduled time period.
 Skills Used Experienced in completing paperwork for product being ran communication 

following written and oral instructions very well.
 Operate a label machine, quality control and inventory, answer phones, light cleaning.
 Run and keep label machine maintained Accomplishments Learned how to use a label 

machine and to keep it maintained Skills Used Fast paced and good .

Education

Certificate Of Accounting
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